SPECIFIC NURSE ALARM HANDLING /
PRIORITIZED ALARMING /
CALL BACK / IO / CAMERA / MAPS
MULTIPLE PROTOCOL IN/OUTPUT

Available in: Belgium, France,
Italy and The Netherlands

Televic
Healthcare
Solutions
Your partner for patient Safety,
Communication & Comfort for the
healthcare market
Televic Healthcare is a part of Televic group. It’s mission: Wherever critical communication needs
technology, Televic enables it. We have developed high-end communication solutions for specific
niche markets for more than sixty years, and that will remain our mission.
Televic Healthcare makes nurse call systems for the healthcare vertical (niche). Due to the
specific needs of this vertical, Televic made a specific alarm server, called Axio Mobility. Our
latest version of Axio Mobility, version 2.0, also supports the Voice over Wi-Fi range of Spectralink
mobility solutions. With over sixty years providing mission-critical healthcare alarm solutions,
to hundreds of hospitals, clinics and elderly care homes, we have the experience to deliver the
patient safety and communication solution you need.

BENEFITS
Patient centric call alarming with
immediate action possibilities
Immediate action possibilities with
added value:
•
•
•

Call back
Camera integration
Map-view

Call distribution fully configurable

Logging of the alarm flow

Priority control on the alarming:
instead of FIFO alarm systems, using
the gravity of the alarm to be pushed
higher or lower in the list

Specially built for Spectralink devices
Pivot (Android-app) and 84-series
(native XML call handling)

End-to-end monitoring of the alarm
flow (technical life-check)

Specific link with Zembro® outdoor
solution for outdoor senior safety

System Overview
Spectralink integration is built into the server simplifying deployment on
Spectralink PIVOT smartphones by allowing the Android App to connect
to the AxioMobility 2.0 server using its proprietary protocol. For the
Spectralink 84-series Wi-Fi handsets the webserver and websocket
server are built into the AxioMobility 2.0 server, allowing immediate
communication.

Introducing Spectralink Solutions
Spectralink enables modern healthcare by providing clinical mobile devices
that seamlessly integrate with hospital networks and leading healthcare
applications such as Televic solutions deployed via their state-of-the-art
AxioMobility server. The result? Improved workflows, better communication
among care team members, and more efficient resource deployment.
Spectralink’s mobile devices are designed specifically for healthcare, and
offer unmatched voice quality and secure, access to patient information
at the point-of-care. Clear communication among care team members
improves care co-ordination, reduces the potential for errors, and enables
clinicians to spend more time with their patients.

87-SERIES PIVOT

84-SERIES PIVOT

With an intuitive touchscreen interface, PIVOT (87-Series)
enterprise smartphones are based on the Android™
operating system, and provide an open platform to support
leading AxioMobility applications. Get efficiency, security
and reliability all in one award winning device.

With market-leading HD voice quality, durability,
broad telephony and WLAN interoperability, the
Spectralink 84-Series Wi-Fi enterprise solution delivers
a superior user experience with Spectralink VQO (Voice
Quality Optimization).

The PIVOT family consists of:

The 84-Series includes:

PIVOT:S (8742)
Has a streamlined design with a slim profile for a familiar
smartphone feel.

8440
Baseline VoWLAN product with enterprise-grade onsite
voice mobility.

PIVOT:SC (8744)
Incorporates an 8-Megapixel camera and offers an optional
camera-integrated barcode scanner.

8452
Adds an integrated barcode reading capability.

PIVOT:S (8753)
Includes an integrated, high-performance 1D/2D
barcode scanner.

ABOUT TELEVIC:

ABOUT SPECTRALINK:

Televic Healthcare are part of an international company,
headquartered in Belgium, developing and manufacturing
superior healthcare solutions.

Spectralink leads the enterprise mobility market by
delivering end-to end Wi-Fi and DECT mobile solutions
optimized for Healthcare.

For more information call +32 51 30 30 45 or visit
www.televic-healthcare.com

For more information call +45 7560 2850 or visit
www.spectralink.com

